**Thursday, Sep 20**

**Stomp out Stigma: A Call to Action**
11:30 am - 1:30 pm
Compass Plaza/Learning Commons

TAKING ACTION; GET INVOLVED. Join Active Minds September 17-20 at select pop-up locations and pledge to be the voice that helps stop suicide! Every year, more than 1,000 college students lose their lives to suicide. Active Minds aims to bring greater awareness to campus suicides and mental health in our community. Be a part of the movement to stop stigmatizing by signing our pledge and posting a pic of your signed pledge on social media with the hashtags #ActiveMind-Armstrong and #NeedYouHere.

Then we want you to practice what you pledge by taking one of our resource cards and giving it to a loved one or even a stranger who may be in need. Mental illness is treatable, and suicide is preventable. Even so, many suffer in silence. Active Minds is trying to change that.

**Dining Etiquette**
12:00 pm - 1:00 pm
Student Union, Skidaway Room

Would you know how to stand out during a business meeting at a restaurant, or when your interview includes a lunch meeting? Join us for an informative video laden with dining etiquette tips including difficult to manage foods, understanding place setting organization, what not to or what to order and more!

**State of the University**
5:00 pm - 7:00 pm
Student Union Ballroom

State of the University is an event held by SGA, as a chance for the students to listen to University Leadership (including President Nickel) who will present their address to the campus. After their presentation to the student body, students are encouraged to ask University Leadership questions or give their pressing concerns about campus life and other matters.

**Student Union Plaza**

**Treasure Savannah**
11:00 am - 2:00 pm
Student Union Plaza

Treasure Savannah is an Armstrong Campus day of service that celebrates Armstrong’s long and rich history in Savannah. Join hundreds of students, staff and faculty to learn about the issues facing our city, to give back to our community and to build connections between Georgia Southern students and the surrounding community.

**Fall for The Sapphire Bullets**
1:00 pm - 3:00 pm
Tybee Island Seafood Market

Fall for The Sapphire Bullets will also be showcasing the annual Peanut Butter & Jelly Game with食品 available and live music provided by Thomas Claxton and The Myths and Levi Moore.

Tickets can be purchased at [https://thesavannahbananas.com/fieldoffoodtrucks](https://thesavannahbananas.com/fieldoffoodtrucks).

**Sunday, Sep 23**

**Field of Food Trucks**
1 pm - 4 pm
Grayson Stadium
1401 E Victory Dr.
$35

Come to Grayson Stadium to try a variety of foods from over 12 different food trucks! The admission price includes all-you-can-eat samples from every food truck. Some trucks will be locals and others will be coming all the way from Charleston and Fernandina Beach, FL! There will be NFL game viewings available and live music provided by Thomas Claxton and The Myths and Levi Moore.

Tickets can be purchased at [https://thesavannahbananas.com/fieldoffoodtrucks](https://thesavannahbananas.com/fieldoffoodtrucks).

**Musical Matinees: “Chicago”**
3 pm
Lucas Theatre for The Arts-32 Abercorn St.
$5 non-SCAD students, $8 general admission

The Lucas will be starting off a new monthly series called “Musical Matinees” with the Oscar-winning film “Chicago.” The film is about two murderesses named Velma and Roxie, who both wind up on death row. A fierce rivalry between them ensues when a lawyer takes on both of their cases as they both long for the spotlight. Tickets can be purchased at [https://tickets.savannahboxoffice.com/eventperformances.asp?evf=1990](https://tickets.savannahboxoffice.com/eventperformances.asp?evf=1990).

---

**CAMPUS CORKBOARD**

A WEEK OF EVENTS ON THE ARMSTRONG CAMPUS AND AROUND SAVANNAH

**To have an event listed in the Campus Corkboard, email web.inkwell@gmail.com with the following information:**
- Name of event
- Location
- Date and time
- Description
- Contact information

**On Campus Events for September 24-30**

**Marsh Trek**
4 pm - 5 pm
Tybee Island Marine Science Center
$10

Come join the Tybee Island Marine Science Center to learn more about local wildlife. On this trek, you will be able to walk through the salt marsh and look at fiddler crabs, snails and other animals. You will also learn about how the marsh is an important food source for animals and how it’s a filter for pollutants. Participants are required to wear close-toed and healed shoes. No flip-flops or crocs. Everyone will be meeting up at Spanish Hammock on the north end of the island. Be ready to get muddy! Reserve your spot at [https://www.tybee marine.org](https://www.tybeemarine.org).

**State of the University**
5:00 pm - 7:00 pm
Student Union Ballroom

State of the University is an event held by SGA, as a chance for the students to listen to University Leadership (including President Nickel) who will present their address to the campus. After their presentation to the student body, students are encouraged to ask University Leadership questions or give their pressing concerns about campus life and other matters.

**Film: Spider Thieves/ Niñas arañas**
8:00 pm - 10:00 pm
Compass Point Clubhouse Lawn
The Gracia Roldán Spanish Film Club Festival continues with Spider Thieves. This movie will be shown on the lawn by Compass Point Clubhouse. Inspired by actual events, this teenage thriller is a unique social commentary on dreams, class and unfulfilled expectations in contemporary Chile. Three teenage girls from a Santiago shanty town set in motion a plan to pool their meager resources and buy an apartment. All they want is to have all the cool and trendy stuff they see advertised in TV commercials and department stores. Word spreads and soon enough they became the notorious “spider thieves.” Sponsored by Spanish Department, Residence Life, International Student Organization and Multicultural Affairs.

**SCAD Cinema Circle- “The Muppet Movie”**
Trustees Theater-216 E. Broughton St.
$5 non-SCAD students, $8 general admission

The SCAD Cinema Circle’s monthly feature will be “The Muppet Movie” at the Trustees Theater. Since this year is the 40th anniversary of SCAD, the Cinema Circle will be screening movies that will be turning 40 this year. “The Muppet Movie” tells the story of how the Muppet gang got together and created The Muppet Show. It starts off with Kermit the Frog heading off to Hollywood after an agent convinces him to audition for a show. Along the way he meets other characters such as Fozzie Bear, Gonzo and Miss Piggy. Tickets can be purchased at [https://tickets.savannahboxoffice.com/ordertickets.asp?ticket=15&srcref=evento perfomances](https://tickets.savannahboxoffice.com/ordertickets.asp?ticket=15&srcref=eventperformances).

**Fall for The Sapphire Bullets of Pure Love**
8 pm
Tybee Post Theater
70 Van Horne Ave. Tybee Island, GA. 31328
$20

In honor of the fall equinox, the Tybee Post Theater will be hosting a concert starring the rhythm and blues band, The Sapphire Bullets of Pure Love. They’ve been playing at venues around Savannah for the past 25 years and play hits by well-known artists such as Steely Dan, James Brown and Toto. They will be joined by The Bonaventure Horns, a big band that consists of two trumpets, the trombone, sax and baritone sax. It will be a night full of upbeat music and dancing! Tickets can be purchased at [https://tybee posttheater.showare.com/ordertickets.asp?ticket=850&srcref=default](https://tybeeposttheater.showare.com/ordertickets.asp?ticket=850&srcref=default).

---
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Monday, Sep 24
National Hazing Prevention Week
National Hazing Prevention Week is an annual week of activities and programs conducted on campuses and within organizations to raise awareness of the problem of hazing. We aim to educate students, staff, faculty, parents, and the Statesboro community regarding the issue of hazing, how to recognize it, and how to prevent future acts of hazing. Sponsored by the Office of Fraternity & Sorority Life

Work Out with your Servicemen and Women (WOW)
6:00 pm - 7:00 pm
SSC Ballroom C
Join Health Services, the Counseling Center, veterans, Team Eagle and CRI personal trainers for 30 minutes of restorative yoga coupled with gait analysis and injury consultations. Support and honor our servicemen and women while raising awareness for trauma and mental health. Learn how you can give support to our campus community from 6 pm to 7 pm in the SSC Ballroom C.

Tuesday, Sep 25
Meet the Latino Greeks
6:00 pm - 8:00 pm
Student Union Ballroom B&C
Are you interested in Greek Life? Come learn about our Hispanic/Latino fraternities and sororities on the Armstrong Campus. Phi Iota Alpha Fraternity, Inc., Lambda Theta Phi Latin Fraternity, Inc., Hermandad de Sigma Iota Alpha, Inc. and the interest group of Lambda Theta Alpha Latin Sorority, Inc. welcome you to their meet and greet. We look forward to meeting you as you learn what Latino Greek life is all about — and no, you do not have to be Hispanic/Latino to join!

Wednesday, Sep 26
Start Now Fall Minimester - Armstrong Campus
10:00 am - 6:00 pm
Victor Hall
Prospective and former undergraduate students who want to attend Georgia Southern University have a unique opportunity to START NOW! October Minimester begins October 8 on our Armstrong (Savannah) and Liberty (Hinesville) campuses. Courses are also available online.

Screening of Haze
4:00 pm - 6:30 pm
Ogeechee Theater
As part of National Hazing Prevention Week, the Office of Fraternity and Sorority Life will be screening the award-winning film HAZE on Wednesday, September 26th in the Ogeechee Theater starting at 4 pm. After the screening, there was a discussion with the film’s director David Burkman. A modern retelling of ancient Greek mythology, HAZE is a sobering, realistic portrait of what can happen behind fraternity house walls. In the aftermath of a brutal fraternity hazing death, a college freshman’s desire to join the best fraternity on campus is compromised when his older brother launches an anti-hazing crusade. HAZE is a dark, raw look into a secret world of intoxication, ritual savagery, and into the hearts of two young men, each driven in his own way by a need for acceptance and brotherhood. Disclaimer: This film contains scenes of brutal hazing, graphic violence, sexual misconduct, and unsettling imagery. Viewer discretion is advised.

Thursday Sep 20
Lanterns & Lyrics
6-8 pm
Student Union
Active Minds will host Lanterns & Lyrics in honor of Suicide Awareness Week on September 20. This event will be open to all musicians, singers, poets, and rappers. Lanterns & Lyrics will give students the chance to perform and enter the event for a chance to win a $25 gift card. For more information, contact activemindsarmstrong@gmail.com.

Pick of the Week

Let's talk about suicide
Join Active Minds for...

LAMINATE LANTERNS

Friday, Sep 17
11 am - 1 pm
Ogeechee Theater

QPR TRAINING & ARMSTRONG

Question - Persuade - Refer / A Suicide Prevention Training

Saturday, Sep 18
2:30 - 4:30 pm
University Hall Room 131

COUNSELING CENTER

FLAG FOOTBALL ALL STAR GAME

September 20 | Intramural Fields
Office of Leadership & Community Engagement
Come watch the best players from this season battle in our last game of the season!

THE GRACIA ROLDÁN SPANISH FILM CLUB FESTIVAL

“Spider Thieves” - Movie on the Lawn

September 21 | 8 pm
Compass Point Clubhouse Lawn
Office of Multicultural Affairs

TREASURE SAVANNAH | SEPTEMBER 22

Office of Leadership & Community Engagement
Treasure Savannah, our biannual day of service, is coming up on Saturday, September 22nd! Details and registration information available at GeorgiaSouthern.edu/leadservice.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE DIVISION OF STUDENT AFFAIRS OR ITS UNITS PLEASE VISIT STUDENTS.GEORGIASOUTHERN.EDU
Becoming More Supportive of Those Struggling with Mental Health

By: Laura Weyman

Educate Yourself

First and foremost, it is important to educate yourself regarding what the person is going through. Research the illness your loved one has been diagnosed with, but also keep in mind that each individual’s experience is unique. Listen to them with an open mind and shed the belief that there is a possibility for them to simply “snap out of it”. Such opinions will only alienate the person. Be willing to open up about it, learn from their experience, and be compassionate and listen, even if their point of view does not make much sense from your own perspective.

Be a Better Listener

Helping others through difficult times does not always mean we need to be proactive and find a solution to their problem. If someone you love is struggling with their mental health and is willing to open up about it, learn to simply listen. Do not shy away from asking them questions about how they are feeling and genuinely listen to their answers.

Be Inclusive

There is nothing more dehumanizing than others making you feel as if you are not equal while struggling with a mental illness. While it is great to be compassionate and understanding, enabling is not helpful. According to a PsychCentral article, it is therapeutic for patient’s to be held accountable for their behavior. For example, if a certain type of behavior would be regarded as inappropriate for everyone else in the family, the diagnosed person should be held at the same standards.

Speak with Others in Your Situation

Dealing with a family member or close friend struggling with mental health can feel hard at times. The person may start feeling heavily dependent on you or if they are struggling with severe depression or another mental illness, they could lose motivation to go out or complete the most basic tasks. The National Alliance on Mental Illness can help link you up with a support group, so they can meet others in your situation and learn about new ways to care for your loved one. For more information, visit: http://www.nami.org/lookoutforsuicidalbehavior

Look Out for Suicidal Behavior

According to WebMD, 50% to 75% of those considering suicide show warning signs. Although not everyone threatening to commit suicide will follow through, every threat should be taken seriously. The top signs of suicidal behavior include, excessive sadness or moodiness, hopelessness, sleeping problems and changes in personality/appearance.
Film Studies Professor Discusses Marilyn Monroe and New Book in Faculty Lecture

By: Madison Watkins

The title “Marilyn Monroe, Murderess: How a FEMALE Role Shaped Monroe’s Star Persona” contains words that most people would not associate with the legendary actress. And yet, Dr. Amanda Konkle, PhD changed that with her lecture on how Monroe’s earlier female fatale roles shaped the following years of her career.

On Sept. 14 in the Ogeechee Theater, Konkle, an Assistant Professor in the department of Literature, gave the first lecture of this year’s Robert I. Strozier Faculty Lecture Series. Konkle had been a fan of Marilyn Monroe since college and realized, while she was doing research for her dissertation, that little material had been written about Monroe’s film works compared to the numerous biographies written about her. This discovery, as Konkle put it, gave her an opening to explore why few had explored her films despite how popular they were during her lifetime.

Konkle began her lecture on Monroe by discussing the topic of 20th Century Fox’s formation of Monroe’s early star persona and how Monroe challenged that persona in her work. In her first few film roles, Monroe’s characters were nothing more than the sexy secretaries or pageant queens.

However, in the 1950 film “The Asphalt Jungle,” she gave a brief but complex performance in her role as “Angela Philyar.” In a scene where her character realizes that she may not be able to get her “uncle” lover’s place anymore, she gives a look of consternation to herself before turning over and putting on a smile. By giving that one look, Monroe gives more depth to her role as a naive love interest.

In the 1952 film “Clash of the Titans,” Monroe plays the role of “Peggy” and is outfitted to tailor the needs of the middle class. The film will be shown at the Armstrong on Sept 19 at 2:30 pm in the Ogeechee Theater and at the Liberty campus Oct 3 at noon.

“Niñas Araña,” or “Spider Thieves,” is a film about a group of girls who perform small scale robberies. They change their methods and decide to scale a balcony to rob apartments. This opinion may be from the perspective of an outsider, but based on the plot synopsis, if someone had interest in the film “Hotel Rwanda,” this might be one to check out.

The screening will be on Sept 28 at 6 pm in the Ogeechee Theater.

“El Candidato,” or “The Candidate,” is a political satire centered around a candidate who is outfitted to tailor the needs of the middle class.

Konkle and an audience member discussed at the end of the lecture that even though Monroe was pushed into more of the dumb blonde roles towards the end of her career, she was still able to subtly come across as smart in some of her roles. One of those characters was quoted as saying, “I can be smart when I need to be but men don’t usually like that.”

The next lecture in the Ogeechee Theater will be a guest lecturer from UNC-Chapel Hill on “Frida Kahlo and the Never-Ending Torments of a Mexican Icon” in the 21st Century. On Sept. 20 from 6 pm - 7 p.m.

Presenting the Gracia Roldán Spanish Film Club Festival

By: Daylon Bonner

Latino Heritage Celebration Month began on campus on Sept 12 and the Office of Multicultural Affairs will be hosting events up until the end of Latino Heritage Celebration Month on Oct 15. Among these events is the Gracia Roldán Spanish Film Club Festival. The club was named in honor of a faculty member that recently passed. They annually screen films that represent various cultures and themes. Here are some of the films to look forward to in the coming weeks.

According to Dr. Grant Gearhart, an Assistant Professor of Spanish, the films were chosen in collaboration with the Spanish faculty in aims of representing as many countries as possible through film media. The actors, themes and directors of each film will cover a wide array of Latino cultures.

Some viewers may be introduced to a new actor they wish to follow while others may revisit an old favorite from an established name.

The first film is “La reina de España,” or “Queen of Spain.” It stars Penelope Cruz in the role of an actress playing the medieval Queen Isabella I in a production that was updated in the mid-twentieth century update. The film is directed by Fernando Trueba and is a sequel to his 1998 film “The Girl of Your Dreams.”

The film will be shown at the Armstrong on Sept 19 at 2:30 pm in the Ogeechee Theater and at the Liberty campus Oct 3 at noon.

“Niñas Araña,” or “Spider Thieves,” is a film about a group of girls who perform small scale robberies. They change their methods and decide to scale a balcony to rob apartments. This opinion may be from the perspective of an outsider, but based on the plot synopsis, if someone had interest in the film “Hotel Rwanda,” this might be one to check out.

The screening will be on Sept 28 at 6 pm in the Ogeechee Theater.

“El Candidato,” or “The Candidate,” is a political satire centered around a candidate who is outfitted to tailor the needs of the middle class.

Konkle and an audience member discussed at the end of the lecture that even though Monroe was pushed into more of the dumb blonde roles towards the end of her career, she was still able to subtly come across as smart in some of her roles. One of those characters was quoted as saying, “I can be smart when I need to be but men don’t usually like that.”

The material Konkle discussed was pulled from her upcoming book that will be released on Feb. 4 called “Some Kind of Mirror: Creating Marilyn Monroe.” It is what Konkle described as a “very-changed version” of her dissertation.

The next lecture in the Ogeechee Theater will be a guest lecturer from UNC-Chapel Hill on “Frida Kahlo and the Never-Ending Torments of a Mexican Icon” in the 21st Century. On Sept. 20 from 6 pm - 7 p.m.

Events are available on the Georgia Southern website at https://students.georgiasouthern.edu/multicultural/diversity-and-inclusion/.
Thanks to Saturn trekking through Capricorn until December, everyone around you will finally get a break from your constant whining and crying. Well, that’s what the stars have in line, but let’s not get our hopes up because we all know Cancers thrive on being everybody’s doormat. As a crab, one would think you would put that exoskeleton and giant pincer to good use and conquer whatever obstacles present themselves, but you’d rather throw yourself in the hot pot of boiling water at a low-country boil than inconvenience others in the slightest.

If you’re going to sacrifice yourself so willingly, don’t complain about your questionable choices later. Also remember that astrology is as meaningless as your existence, so don’t take this forecast as a personal attack like you do with everything else in your life.

The Inkwell Editorial Board Unbiasedly Endorses Dan Hayes for Georgia Southern University President.

He has the qualities we are looking for in a new president:
• He’ll be leaving in a year
• He acts engaged, but is he?
• He’ll quit when the going gets tough

On a more serious note, the search for the new GSU president is ongoing.

IF YOU KNOW WHAT QUALITIES YOU WANT IN THE NEXT GSU PRESIDENT, TAKE THE SURVEY AT https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/GSU_Pres
Across
1 __ vapeur (steamed)
4 Quick punch
7 Massage locale
10 Corgi and pug, e.g.
12 Be in areas
13 Cocoons contents
16 Domicile
18 Door sign
19 Charged particles
20 Big Apple attraction, with "the"
21 Gesture of assent
23 Title-holder
26 Dead letters?
27 Garden-variety
28 Sweat source
29 Knee/ankle connector
31 Member of the Donner party?
32 Singer DiFranco
33 Sing the praises of
34 Islands dish
35 Border
37 Washed-out
40 Was in front
41 Like sour grapes
42 1773 jetsam
44 Parting word
47 Brewer's need
48 Owner's acquisition
49 Encourage
50 Youngster
51 Beat
52 Solidify
53 Jellied delicacy
54 Mine kind
56 Sinus of Valsalva locale
58 Period of time
62 Riding horse
63 Monopolist's portion
64 Scoop
65 Driver's need
66 Aircraft compartment
68 Squirt

Down
1 Put two and two together
2 Cattle call
3 Get older
4 Make one
5 Barley beards
6 Entreat
7 Kind of cycle
8 Huff and puff
9 It may be framed
11 Gun
14 Animal toxin
15 Popped up
17 Prune
20 Time div.
22 Morse E
23 Busy bee in Apr.
24 Sharpen
25 Jeune
26 Purge
27 Earth
29 Hourglass contents
30 Embrace
31 Revolver inventor
33 Stead
34 Hair line
36 Kind of club
37 Goombah
38 News squib
39 Not shalow
41 Tiny bit
43 Foorafar
44 Calendar abbr.
45 Chimera
46 White house?
47 "Cool" amount
48 Indian metropolis
50 "Hyperion" poet
51 Children's game
53 Sicilian number
54 Fizzy drink
55 Kind of child
57 Toupee, slingly
58 Chess class
59 Orkin target
60 Tabloid topic
61 Fate

Level: Easy

Level: Difficult
Photos Were Taken at Quinceañera Kick Off Party on Thursday, September 13th

JOIN GROUPS AND CLUBS AROUND CAMPUSS

Ana Rodriguez
Catherine Walker & Shateria Wright
Justin Cosby & Demitrius Hurst
Kaley Neal & Briana Benton
Gabriela Montes

The party was co-hosted by two Armstrong student organizations, NAACP and HOLA.

There were also two OMA mentoring programs tabling at the party:
Mana and SAAS (Student African American Sister)

Mana is a mentoring program for Hispanic women and SAAS is a mentoring program for African American women.

If anyone is interested in joining any of the above mentioned groups, they can contact Stephanie Molina.